


avenida dos aliados

GPS: N 41° 8’ 52.86” | W 8° 36’ 39.97”

The grandeur of its architectural setting 
and its central nature make this Avenue 
the “calling card” of the city, being the 
place where Porto natives gather to 
celebrate special moments. Buildings 
in granite, many of them crowned with 
skylights, domes and spires. Marked by an 
ample central piece completely cobbled 
with granite parallelepipeds, where statues 
come to life and the Eagle’s Mirror takes 
the spotlight. At its northern extremity is 
the City Hall building.

café majestic

RuA dE SANTA CATARiNA, 112 | 4000-442 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 003 887
MoN-SAT 09H30-00H00
WWW.CAfEMAjESTiC.CoM

founded in 1921, it is considered one 
of the most beautiful examples of Art 
Nouveau in Porto, with an atmosphere of 
sophistication and well-being. its beauty 
and its significance in the city of Porto 
earned it the classi cation of Public interest 
Building in 1983, and “cultural heritage” 
for the city, making way for a renovation 
process, that allowed its reopening in 1994, 
in all its former splendor, inviting people to 
relive the fascinating Belle Époque.

casa da música

AvENidA dA BoAviSTA, 604 | 4149-071 PoRTo
T  (+351) 220 120 220
MoN-SAT 09H30-19H00

SuN, HolidAyS 09H30-18H00
WWW.CASAdAMuSiCA.CoM

Building designed by dutch architect Rem 
Koolhaas, Casa da Música was opened in 
2005, and since then has become an icon 
of contemporary architecture, attracting 
visitors from all corners of the world. its 
programming, dynamic and innovative, 
within a range that goes from classical 
music to the forefront of urban tendencies, 
benefits greatly from the four resident 
groups: Symphonic orchestra, Remix 
Ensemble, Baroque orchestra and Choir. 
The institution also plays an important 
role in education, promoting concerts, 
workshops and diverse activities for 
families with children and school crowds. 
There are daily tours of the building, which 
has several bars and a restaurant on the 
roof, with a magnificent view over the city.

casa de serralves

R. dE SERRAlvES, 1052 | 4150-417 PoRTo
T (+351) 226 156 500
TuE-fRi 10H00-19H00 | SAT-SuN 10H00-20H00
WWW.SERRAlvES.PT

The Casa de Serralves, headquarters of 
the Serralves foundation, was built in the 
1930s and constitutes one of the best 
examples of the Art deco movement 
in Europe. Respecting Marques da 
Silva’s project rigorously, the Casa hosts 
exhibitions and events. it is located in the 
Parque de Serralves, a singular reference 
for landscape in Portugal, spreading 
harmoniously through eighteen hectares of 
magnificent gardens, a traditional farm and 
even a small forest. Project by architect 
jacques Gréber, the Parque de Serralves is 
one of the few Portuguese gardens built in 
the first half of the 20th century.

coliseu porto

RuA dE PASSoS MANuEl, 137 | 4000-385 PoRTo
T (+351) 223 394 940
MoN-SAT 14H00-20H00 / 21H00-22H00
WWW.ColiSEu.PT

opened in 1942, and after having gone 
through renovation and modernization 
works in its equipments and infrastructures, 
the Porto Coliseu has become the biggest 
venue in the country and one of the 
best in Europe. With a programming lled 
with big stars from all areas of show 
business (music, ballet, theatre, opera, 
circus, cinema), the Porto Coliseu attracts 
hundreds of thousands of spectators every 
year, culturally enriching Porto natives and 
breathing new life into the city of Porto.

espaÇo porto cruZ

lARGo MiGuEl BoMBARdA, 23 | 4400-222 
vilA NovA dE GAiA
T (+351) 220 925 340
TuE-fRi 11H00-23H00 | SuN 11H00-19H00
WWW.MyPoRToCRuz.CoM

Porto Cruz is an informative, exhibition and 
leisure project, offering new experiences 
around the Port wine, combining it with 
artistic creations in elds as diverse as 
fashion, art and gastronomy. facilities 
include a showroom, a tasting room, a 
lounge terrace with bar and a restaurant.
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s. Bento station 

PRAçA dE AlMEidA GARRETT | 4000-069 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 002 722

it was built in the early 20th century, in 
the exact spot where once stood the S. 
Bento de Avé-Maria Convent, with a roof 
of glass and wrought iron, by architect 
Marques da Silva. The lobby is covered with 
twenty thousand detailed tiles, by artist 
jorge Colaço, that illustrate the evolution 
of transport and scenes form Portugal’s 
history and life.

Botanical Garden

RuA do CAMPo AlEGRE, 1191 | 4150-181 PoRTo
T (+351) 933 086 492
MoN-fRi 09H00-17H00 
SAT-SuN 10H00-18H00
WWW.jARdiMBoTANiCo.uP.PT

Created in 1951, the Porto Botanical Garden 
is a community liaison unit of the Porto 
university. The Botanical Garden currently 
includes a historical garden, a sappy 
garden, an area with tropical, subtropical, 
orchid and sappy plant hothouses, an area 
of lakes with aquatic plants, and a park 
area with a collection of gymnospermous 
plants and examples of beeches, oak, 
tulip trees and magnolias, among others. 
The garden, of great monumentality, is 
composed of different areas, separated by 
big camellia hedges.

lello BooKsHop

RuA dAS CARMEliTAS, 144 | 4050-161 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 002 037
MoN-fRi 10H00-19H30 | SAT 10H00-19H00 
SuN 11H00-19H00
WWW.livRARiAlEllo.PT

The building where it is currently housed 
was opened in 1906. it stands out due 
to its beautiful Art Nouveau façade, 
with neo-gothic textures. in its interior 
we can highlight the faux-wood painted 
plaster décor, the stairwell leading to 
the first floor – one of the first concrete 
structures in Porto -, and the big stained 
glass in the ceiling, with the bookshop’s 
monogram and motto: “decus in labore”. 
in 2008 the english newspaper The 
Guardian considered it the third most 
beautiful bookshop in the world, the same 
classification attributed by the lonely 
planet in its “lonely Planet’s Best in Travel 
2011” guide, that described it as “an art 
nouveau gem”, highlighting the “neo-gothic 
bookshelves” and the “red spiral staircase”.

BolHÃo marKet

RuA dE fERNANdES ToMáS | 4000-214 PoRTo
T (+351) 223 326 024
MoN-fRi 07H00-17H00 | SAT 07H00-13H00

The Bolhão Market is the most emblematic 
market in the city and was classified as 
a public interest building in 2006. it goes 
back to 1850, with a singular structure and 
two floors, marked by the monumentality 
of neoclassical architecture. outside, the 
market is divided in a great many shops, 
facing the four streets that surround it: 

fernandes Tomás to the north, Alexandre 
Braga to the east, formosa to the south 
and Sá da Bandeira to the west. it is mainly 
geared toward fresh products. The vendors 
are divided in diferent specialized sections, 
namely: shmongers, butchers, greengrocers 
and florists.

miradouro da vitÓria

RuA dE S. BENTo dA viTóRiA, 2 | 4050-542 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 007 182
TuE-fRi 09H00-12H00 / 16H00-20H00 
SAT 09H00-12H00 / 14H30-17H00 
SuN 09H00-12H00

The gazebo allows a superb view where 
you can see Gaia, the wine cellars, the dom 
luis Bridge, the great glass dome of the 
Stock Exchange Palace, the Cathedral and 
the houses of the historic area of Ribeira.

passeio das virtudes Belvedere 

PASSEio dAS viRTudES | 4050-629 PoRTo
01 oCT-31 MAR 09H00-18H00
01 APR-30 SEP 09H00-19H00

The lane allows for an excellent view over 
the river, to the mouth of the river douro. in 
the foreground one can see the virtudes 
fountain, and then the ledges that go down 
towards São Pedro de Miragaia. By the river, 
one can see the magnificent Customs 
building.

museu de arte contemporânea de 
serralves

RuA doM joão dE CASTRo, 210 | 4150-417 PoRTo
T (+351) 226 156 500
MoN-fRi 10H00-19H00 | SAT-SuN 10H00-20H00
WWW.SERRAlvES.PT

designed by the architect Siza vieira, the 
Serralves Contemporary Art Museum is 
the first project of its kind in Portugal, and 
also the biggest multi-disciplinary cultural 
centre in the north of the country. unique 
in its architectural sobriety and natural 
surroundings, the Serralves Contemporary 
Art Museum is currently the most visited 
paid museum in Portugal, where temporary 
exhibitions by the most important national 
and foreign artists are shown. Being 
a part of the main contemporary art 
circuits, the Museum is the cornerstone 
of the Serralves foundation, the mission 
of which is to make the public aware of 
contemporary art and the environment.

soares dos reis national museum

RuA dE doM MANuEl ii, 44 | 4050-342 PoRTo
T (+351) 223 393 770
TuE-SuN 10H00-18H30
WWW.MuSEuSoARESdoSREiS.PT

The former Porto Museum of Paintings and 
Plates and the  first public art museum in 
Portugal, founded in 1833. Since 1940 it’s 
been housed in the Carrancas palace, built 
in the late 18th century by a wealthy Porto 
family, and currently classified as a public 
interest building. it has ceramics, sculpture, 
engraving, jewelry, furniture, goldsmithing, 

painting, textiles and glass collections, 
with special note for the desterrado, a 
masterpiece by the museum’s patron, the 
sculptor António Soares dos Reis.

d. luÍs i BridGe

GPS: N 41º 8’ 25,2’’  | W 8º 36’ 34,45’’

designed by the engineer Teófilo Seyrig, 
Eiffel’s disciple, and inaugurated in 1886, 
it comprises two iron platforms, it is 395 
metres in length and 8 in width, and its 
arch is still considered the world’s largest 
wrought iron arch. Currently the upper 
platform is occupied by one of the Greater 
Porto metro lines, connecting the Porto 
Cathedral area to the Morro Garden and 
Avenida da República in vila Nova de Gaia.

riBeira

GPS: N 41º 8’ 26,45’’ | W 8º 36’ 42,75’’

Ribeira is one of the oldest and most 
typical places in the city and it is part of 
Porto’s Historical Centre, a uNESCo World 
Heritage Site. it is currently a highly sought 
after area by tourists and an area with 
many restaurants and bars.

rivoli municipal tHeatre

RuA do BoNjARdiM, 143 | 4000-440 PoRTo
T (+351) 223 392 200 / (+351) 226 063 000
TuE-fRi 13H00-22H30 | SAT-SuN 14H30-22H30
WWW.TEATRoMuNiCiPAldoPoRTo.PT

After the modernization of the former 
National Theatre, dated from 1913, in 1932 
the Rivoli Theatre is inaugurated, adapted to 
cinema and with a programming consisting 
of opera, theatre and concerts. in 1992, 
property of the Porto Municipality, it was 
closed for total refurbishment, the existing 
area being increased to over 100.000 square 
feet, and a secondary auditorium, a café 
with live music, a rehearsal space and 
an artists’ foyer were created, as well as 
spaces for administrative and technical 
services. it reopened in 1997. Currently it has 
two auditoriums, and a café with live music 
and a restaurant located on the 5th floor.

sÃo joÃo national tHeatre 

PRAçA dA BATAlHA | 4000-102 PoRTo
T (+351) 223 401 900
MoN-SAT 14H00-19H00 | SuN 14H00-17H00
WWW.TNSj.PT

Built in 1910 on the ruins of the Royal 
Theatre, which burned down in 1908, it is 
a classical building, with decorations that 
allude to pain, kindness, hate and love. The 
main façade is inspired in the renovation 
of the louis Xvi style, that characterized 
the first years of the 20th century, namely 
in france. By Marques da Silva, it is a 
public interest building. it has, as its main 
goals, the creation and presentation of 
theatrical shows of several kinds, and the 
promotion of the regular contact of the 
public with works of reference, classical 
and contemporary, from the national and 
universal dramatic repertoire.
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Belver Beta porto Hotel €€

RuA do AMiAl, 601-607
4200-062 PoRTo
T (+351) 228 348 660 
HoTElBETAPoRTo.BElvERHoTElS.NET

Hotel Beta Porto is a 4 star hotel ideally 
located between the city center and the 
main access roads to “Parque da Cidade”. 
familiar with events and festivals, has at 
its disposal 126 rooms, 24-hour reception, 
concierge service, daily newspapers, free 
wi-fi , lounge, free parking (subject to 
availability), health Club, restaurant and bar. 
Guests have free use of the indoor heated 
pool, jacuzzi and sauna.

Gallery Hostel €

RuA MiGuEl BoMBARdA, 222
4050-377 PoRTo
T (+351) 224 964 313
WWW.GAllERy-HoSTEl.CoM

The Gallery Hostel is located in the centre 
of Porto -Rua Miguel Bombarda-, between 
the arts quarter and the nightlife hub. 
This is a privileged area, with its gourmet 
restaurants, modern bars, art galleries, 
design shops, stylists and vintage shops. it 
is a modern and vibrant area, with a never-
ending flux of activity. it is the ideal place 
to see another side of Porto. in order for 
you to enjoy your stay, the staff will take 
you on free tours to some of the most 
emblematic places in Porto, and will show 
you the secrets of the arts district.

Grande Hotel €€

RuA dE SANTA CATARiNA, 197
4000-450 PoRTo
TEl: (+351) 222 076 690
WWW.GRANdEHoTElPoRTo.CoM

opened in 1880, the hotel is located in the 
heart of Porto, in the pedestrian street with 
higher density of shops in the city centre. 
it wasn’t the city’s rst hotel, but it is the 
oldest one still open, having modernized its 
services, but keeping its old time charm. 
Some of the main monuments, churches, 
museums and theatres are a relaxed walk 
away. Access to the hotel is quite good. 
The hotel has 94 rooms, divided into 61 
standard rooms, 25 classic rooms and 8 
suites, all non-smoking.

Hf féniX porto Hotel €€

RuA GoNçAlo SAMPAio, 282
4150-365 PoRTo
T (+351) 226 071 800
WWW.HfHoTElS.CoM

Hf fénix Porto is a four star hotel with 
an unbeatable location. A few minutes 
away are the Serralves Museum and 
downtown. just a short walk away, are the 
Casa da Música, Pavilhão Rosa Mota and 
its surrounding gardens. At night, in the 
surrounding streets, good restaurant and 
nightlife offers abound. There is free wi-fi 
internet available in throughout the hotel.

Hf ipanema parK €€€

RuA dE SERRAlvES, 124
4150-702 PoRTo
T (+351) 225 322 121
WWW.HfHoTElS.CoM/HfiPANEMAPARK

A five star hotel that offers comfort, 
friendliness and quality. The recent 
renovation of the Hf ipanema Park Hotel 
has made it an extraordinary example 
of environmental e ciency, with positive 
reflections for the customers’ comfort. 
Sophistication is a common trait of the 
rooms and the social spaces, with a 
special note for the panoramic zenith 
lounge, with a pool and an unequaled view 
of foz do douro.

Hf tuela Hotel €€

RuA ARq. MARquES dA SilvA, 200
4150-483 PoRTo
T (+351) 226 004 747
WWW.HfHoTElS.CoM/HfTuElAPoRTo

The Hf Tuela Porto adapts to the needs 
of its guests, offering the same quality of 
service as the other hotels in the group 
and dedicating the same attention to the 
customer, even in the South Wing of the 
Hf Tuela Porto, where prices are irresistible. 
Wi-fi is free and is available throughout the 
hotel. The hotel is located in Boavista, with 
transport just outside its doors and just a 
few steps away from the Casa da Música, 
Pavilhão Rosa Mota, the Soares dos Reis 
Museum, as well as countless restaurants 
with extended business hours and nightlife 
spots.

Hotel Boa-vista €€

ESPlANAdA do CASTElo, 58 foz do douRo
4150-196 PoRTo
T (+351) 225 320 020
WWW.HoTElBoAviSTA.CoM
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sÁ da Bandeira tHeatre 

RuA dE Sá dA BANdEiRA, 108 | 4000-427 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 002 550
MoN-SAT 00H00-23H59
WWW.TEATRoSAdABANdEiRA.PT

Building opened in 1877, it changed its name 
to Sá da Bandeira Theatre in 1910. Being a 
space for everyone, it always showed 
a great eclecticism in its programming, 
keeping up with the tastes of Porto 
natives, diversifying its offering of shows 
and combining diverse styles of theatre 
and musical expression.

clériGos toWer 

RuA dE São filiPE dE NERy | 4050-546 PoRTo
T (+351) 220 145 489
MoN-SuN 09H00-19H00
WWW.ToRREdoSClERiGoS.PT

A baroque work by Nicolau Nasoni, built in 
the first half of the 18th century. The tower 
is one of the more emblematic monuments 
in the city of Porto. The panoramic view 
over the city and the douro river, that can 
be seen from the top of the Tower, is well 
worth the effort of climbing the 240 steps.
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The only hotel located in the foz do douro 
area. it’s been modernized, but hasn’t lost 
the charm of old buildings. from the rooms, 
in the southern facing side, and from its 
restaurant-terrace in the upper floor, there 
are magnificent views of the river and 
the ocean. it has 71 rooms, 3 of which are 
suites.

Hotel intercontinental €€€

PRAçA dA liBERdAdE,, 25
4000-322 PoRTo
T (+351) 220 035 600
WWW.iNTERCoNTiNENTAl.CoM

initially built to be the St. Eloy Convent, 
the building ended up being bought in 
the 19th century by Alberto Cardoso, 
who finished the construction. Popularly 
known as “Palácio das Cardosas”, it is 
currently a charm hotel belonging to he 
intercontinental chain, a 5 star unit with 
105 rooms, 16 of which are suites, and two 
restaurants. This building once housed 
the Astoria café, now reborn at the same 
location. Characteristics: Parking, air 
conditioning, restaurant, fitness centre, 
Sauna/Spa, facilities for meetings/events, 
satellite Tv/ Pay Tv.

KoolHouse porto €€

Av dA BoAviSTA, 911
4100-128 PoRTo
T (+351) 964 760 363 
WWW.KoolHouSEHoTEl.PT

The Koolhouse is a guest house recently 
opened and located in Avenida da Boavista. 
Built in 1940, the old house is surrounded 

by a garden in two of its three sides. it was 
recently rebuilt and now has 3 apartments, 
5 bedrooms with capacity for two people 
each, plus 2 extra rooms and a separate 
area with direct access to the garden. 
Koolhouse has its own private garden 
for the exclusive use of the guests and, 
because of its location, lets you easily get 
to the airport or downtown.

oporto eXcentric Hostel €

ESTRAdA dA CiRCuNvAlAção, 13310
4460-286 MAToSiNHoS
T (+351) 224 069 200
WWW.oPoRToEXCENTRiC.CoM

located closely to the Parque da Cidade 
and the beach, oporto Excentric Hostel is 
a theme hostel, with rooms decorated as 
various points of interest in the city, such as 
the Serralves Museum, the Casa da Música, 
the Parque da Cidade, the Casa da Animação, 
the S. Bento Rail station, the Majestic Café, 
the Ardina, etc. Rooms have heating, there is 
a fully equipped kitchen, a terrace with sofas 
in the Summer, and self-service breakfast 
included. Many different services are 
available, such as bicycle, cars and scooter 
rental; organized tours in Minis; boat rides, 
surf and kitesurf lessons, and other sports 
and adventure activities (www.oportocamps.
com), and they provide discounts in some 
surf shops, museums, restaurants, circuits, 
etc.

oporto stories apartments €€

RuA dE SANTA CATARiNA, 219
4000-450 PoRTo
T (+351) 919 781 330 

WWW.oPoRToSToRiESAPARTMENTS.CoM

oporto Stories Apartments are cozy studio 
apartments located in Porto city center, in 
the main traditional shopping street and 
very near the historical old town. it has all 
the facilities you need for your stay and 
are an excellent starting point to discover 
the entire city, Ribeira and the douro valley. 
With a few minutes-walk you can take 
a coffee at Majestic Café, get to Porto 
Coliseum, S. joão Theather, S. Bento Rail 
Station, Clérigos Church and Tower, Aliados 
Avenue, Galerias de Paris and Ribeira. With 
the main bus stations and with Bolhão 
Metro Station very near, you can easily get 
there from the airport and you can also 
visit Guimarães or Braga.

oportocean Hostel €

ESTRAdA dA CiRCuNvAlAção, 14044
MAToSiNHoS
T (+351) 229 380 960 
WWW.oPoRToCEAN.CoM

The oportocean hostel is born from the 
desire to create a space with an innovative 
concept that allows guests to enjoy the 
beautiful beaches of the north Portuguese 
coast and have, at the same time, the 
possibility of discovering the charms of the 
city of Porto and the culture of this region. 
The privileged location allows quick access 
to the city center.

parQue orBitur madalena €

RuA dE CERRo, 608
4405-736 vilA NovA dE GAiA
T (+351) 227 122 520

WWW.oRBiTuR.PT/CAMPiNG-oRBiTuR-
MAdAlENA

located in a pine forest, 500 metres from 
the Madalena beach and 10kms from the 
centre of Gaia, this camping site, with a 
high standard of quality, can bring together 
the beach, countryside and city aspects 
of life and provide a great holiday. it has 
accommodation, commercial services and 
good sports and leisure spaces, including 
swimming pools.

pensÃo favorita €

RuA dE MiGuEl BoMBARdA, 267
4050-381 PoRTo
T (+351) 913 904 635
WWW.PENSAofAvoRiTA.PT

This hotel is located in a restored historic 
building in the centre of Porto. The hotel 
has free wi-fi, facilities for massages and 
a sunny terrace. The bright and spacious 
rooms in Pensão favorita combine a 
contemporary décor and retro furniture. 
Every room has a small lounge area 
and private bathroom. Some extend to 
balconies with panoramic views. Guests 
can taste a fusion of Portuguese and 
continental cuisine in the restaurant, that 
serves breakfast, lunch and dinner. The 
bar in the Pensão offers refreshing drinks 
and light snacks. A sample of designer 
products is in show on the ground floor and 
the reception of Pensão favorita.

pilot desiGn Hostel & Bar €

lARGo AlBERTo PiMENTEl, 11
4050-588 PoRTo

T (+351) 222 084 362 
WWW.PiloTHoSTEl.CoM

The PiloT design Hostel & Bar is a hostel 
with three years, located in the historic 
center of Porto and is 5 minutes away from 
the art streets, nightlife area and the main 
attractions of the city. it has a reception on 
the ground oor, living room with private bar 
and a comfortable terrace. The Pilot design 
Hostel & Bar is ready to serve breakfast 
and provide the best service and stay for 
about 70 people and the staff can help you 
plan the day and night in the city. 

porto alive Hostel €

RuA dAS floRES, 138
4050-263 PoRTo
T (+351) 220 937 693
WWW.PoRToAlivEHoSTEl.CoM

The Porto Alive hostel is located in the city 
centre, in one of the downtown (baixa) 
area’s most famous pedestrian streets. 
Access is easy and immediate, with 
metro stops and S. Bento train station 
only 1 minute away, and the river front 
area a 5 minute walk away. With a wholly 
refurbished and equipped building, Porto 
Alive hostel presents every condition to 
satisfy its guests.

porto palÁcio conGress Hotel & spa €€€

AvENidA dA BoAviSTA, 1269
4100-130 PoRTo
T (+351) 226 086 600
WWW.HoTElPoRToPAlACio.CoM

The Porto Palácio Congress Hotel & SPA 

offers a wide array of five stars services, 
geared towards business and leisure 
tourism. 251 rooms (18 suites), three 
restaurants showcasing flavours of the 
world, an excellent wine cellar, panoramic 
bar, convention centre with eleven meeting 
rooms, business centre, health club, SPA, 
hairdresser and children space guarantee 
an adequate response to the most diverse 
demands and underline the integration of 
this hotel in the prestigious denomination: 
‘leading Hotels of the World’.

portosense apartments €€

RuA doS MERCAdoRES, 3 RiBEiRA
4050-375 PoRTo
T (+351) 939 809 828
WWW.PoRToSENSE.CoM

The Porto Sense apartments, located in 
the Praça da Ribeira, by the douro River, 
offer ideal privacy and comfort for those 
who want to feel at home. Porto Sense’s 
building, recently refurbished, is easily 
recognized by its magnificent 18th century 
fountain, built in the 1780s, and decorated 
with Portugal’s coat of arms. The location 
is ideal to walk and get to know the 
historical area of Porto, with a great variety 
of bars, restaurants and cheap eateries 
right next to it.

rivoli cinema Hostel €

R. dR. MAGAlHãES lEMoS, 83
4000-332 PoRTo 
T (+351) 220 174 634 / [+351) 968958637
WWW.RivoliCiNEMAHoSTEl.CoM

Rivoli Cinema Hostel is located in the 
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historic city center, near Avenida dos 
Aliados and 1 minute away from the 
Aliados’ metro stop. from here you can 
visit the most important references in 
the city like the cellars of Port wine, the 
Clérigos’ tower or the Serralves Museum, 
or enjoy a good wine in one of the many 
bars in Ribeira. The Rivoli Cinema Hostel is 
the first thematic hostel of Portugal with 
twelve rooms dedicated to movies and 
charismatic directors in cinema history.

sHeraton porto Hotel & spa €€€

RuA TENENTE vAlAdiM, 146
4100-476 PoRTo
T (+351) 220 404 000
WWW.SHERAToNPoRTo.CoM

located in the most recent business area 
in the city, the Sheraton Porto Hotel & Spa 
harmoniously combines marble, wood, 
steel and glass in the diverse spaces of its 
emblematic 12 story building, surrounded 
by centennial trees. it has 266 rooms and 
suites, a bar with diverse ambiences and a 
restaurant, Porto Novo, with an innovative 
concept of “Show Cooking”, based on the 
roots of traditional Portuguese cooking. 
The hotel has 1750 square metres for 
conferences, meetings and banquets. for 
the moments of leisure and relaxation, it 
also has a modern and luxurious spa.

tattva desiGn Hostel €

RuA CATivo, 26-28
4000-160 PoRTo
T (+351) 220 944 622 / (+351) 939 887 070
WWW.TATTvAdESiGNHoSTEl.CoM

”Tattva”, a Sanskrit word that means 
“Element”, represents the five elements 
that surround life: Earth, Water, Air, fire 
and Sky. from this concept, Tattva design 
Hostel focuses on the people to provide 
them with a great stay and experience. 
The details were carefully combined to 
create a new level of comfort and intimacy, 
as well as common areas that allow for 
social interaction between guests. The 
two refurbished historic buildings, with a 
privileged view on the upper floors, give 
body to this hostel, which is located in the 
heart of the Porto downtown area.

BooK €€€

RuA dE Aviz, 10 | 4050-259 PoRTo
T (+351) 917 953 387
MoN-SuN 12H00-15H00 / 20H00-02H00
WWW.RESTAuRANTEBooK.PT

Set in the former Papelaria Aviz’s 
building, Book opened in August 2011. 
With a contemporary and cosmopolitan 
ambience, it was conceived under the sign 
of books, seating 65 people.

Bufete fase €

RuA dE SANTA CATARiNA, 147 | 4000-456 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 052 118
MoN-SAT 12H00-16H00 / 18H00-21H30 

open since 1984, this restaurant only 
serves “francesinhas”, and some travel a 
long way to taste this Porto specialty. The 
space is small and the francesinhas are 
made in the customers’ view, who get an 
eyeful even before they taste the delicacy.

cafeÍna €€€

RuA do PAdRão, 100 | 4150-557 PoRTo
T (+351) 226 108 059
SAT-WEd 12H30-00H00 | THu-fRi 12H30-01H00
WWW.CAfEiNA.PT

imagined from the renovation of an early 20th 
century house, the sober and exquisite decor 
still has the boldness of a contemporary 
interior design, translated into a sophisticated 
and exclusive ambience, together with 

a modern, elegant and cosmopolitan 
gastronomic offering. An exceptional place 
with unique characteristics in Porto.

cantina 32 €€

RuA dAS floRES, 32 | 4050-262 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 039 069
MoN 19H30-22H30 | TuE-THu 12H30-22H30
fRi-SAT 12H30-23H00
WWW.CANTiNA32.CoM

Cantina 32 is a restaurant with a relaxed 
atmosphere, a unique urban décor and a 
cuisine based on small dishes to enjoy and 
share. There are also more sophisticated 
meals, desserts and even brunch. The 
design is both cosmopolitan and rustic, 
resulting in a fun and friendly atmosphere.

casa d’oro €€

RuA do ouRo, 797 | 4150-553 PoRTo
T (+351) 226 106 012
MoN-THu 12H30-14H30 / 20H00-23H00
fRi-SuN 12H30-00H00
WWW.RESTAuRANTECASANoSTRA.CoM/
CASAdoRo/SiTE

An italian cuisine restaurant, Casa d’oro 
has two roomy and distinct spaces that 
complement each other, the ristorante 
and the pizzeria. The building is located 
on the Porto riverside road, in the shadow 
of the Arrábia bridge, right next to the 
douro river. The industrial architecture, by 
Edgar Cardoso, marks its outer and inner 
style. The décor is contemporary, sober, 
with neutral tones. The ambience in the 
“ristorante” is more formal when compared 
with the pizzeria, and more relaxed. The 

terrace is a fantastic spot, ideal for 
relaxation.

casa Guedes €

PRAçA doS PovoEiRoS, 130 | 4000 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 002 874
MoN-SAT 12H00-22H00

Casa Guedes is a reference because of 
its shank sandwich. The shank, cooked 
according to a Brazilian (and secret) recipe, 
is served on a semi-heated brown bread, to 
the delight of those that increasingly visit 
the restaurant. To go along with it, a glass of 
Baião green wine is compulsory.

clériGos vinHos & petiscos €€

RuA dAS CARMEliTAS, 151 | 4050-161 PoRTo
T (+351) 223 400 770
TuE-THu 12H00-00H00 -fRi-SAT 12H00-02H00-
SuN 12H00-18H00 WWW.ClERiGoS.NET

opened in early 2013, is an informal and 
relaxed space which invites to friendly 
conversations around a selection of 
snacks and wine. With an indoor room and 
a terrace, you can choose between the 
tapas, pizzas and sushi, or a wide variety of 
other delicious meals.
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conGa €

RuA do BoNjARdiM, 314 | 4440-452 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 000 113 / (+351) 969 637 441
MoN-TuE 09H00-00H00
WEd-SAT 09H00-02H00 | SuN 11H30-00H00
WWW.CoNGA.PT

An appetizer restaurant with more than 35 
years worth of history. it serves “bifanas” 
(1.95€), quail, hot-dogs, steak sandwich, 
soup, “Caldo verde” and “papas de 
sarrabulho”, all seasoned with a special 
sauce. fast service and nice prices.

daterra €€

RuA MouziNHo dA SilvEiRA, 249
4050-421 PoRTo
T (+351) 223 199 257 / (+351) 910 348 711
MoN-SuN 12H00-23H30
WWW.dATERRA.PT

daTerra is a vegetarian buffet style 
restaurant with healthy and delicious 
meals. After being born in Matosinhos, 
has now come to downtown Porto with 
fixed prices for lunch and dinner and is 
also open in the afternoon. The options 
are varied and preferably prepared with 
bio products, always fresh, to ensure that 
every meal is always a healthy pleasure.

dona maria preGaria €

RuA dE CEuTA, 63 
T (+351) 223 271 112
MoN-SAT 12H00-00H00
WWW.doNAMARiAPREGARiA.CoM

After opening in famalicão, dona Maria 

Pregaria has arrived to oporto with seven 
steak sandwiches and eight different 
burgers. from simple bull loin to boar meat 
with peppers jam, you can also choose 
between other choices that can be 
accompanied by fries with grated cheese 
or sweet potato chips. The atmosphere is 
relaxed and it gets crowded easily.

lado B €€

RuA PASSoS MANuEl, 190 | 4000-382 PoRTo
MoN-THu 09H00-23H30
fRi-SAT 09H00-01H30
T (+351) 222 014 269
WWW.lAdoBCAfE.PT

Betting on beer-garden type offerings, 
where the francesinha on crispy bread 
is considered THE BEST fRANCESiNHA iN 
THE WoRld ®, also the salads, pineapple 
burgers, crepes and the Best chocolate 
Cake in The World ( the original by Carlos 
Braz lopes) already delight the usual 
costumers. At the bar there are caipirinhas, 
long-drinks, mojitos, a varied selection of 
gins, sangria and national and foreign beers, 
with highlights being the popular Super 
Bock, Chimay, Erdinger and franziskaner.

muncHie - tHe BurGer KitcHen €

PRAçA filiPA dE lENCASTRE, 183
4000-407 PoRTo
T (+351) 916 165 486
MoN-SuN 12H00-02H00
WWW.fACEBooK.CoM/MuNCHiEBK

A great suggestion for a light but tasty meal. 
A burger restaurant in the heart of the city’s 
downtown. under the supervision of Pedro 

Moura Bessa, this space’s cuisine aims to 
be at once “auteur” and relaxed, specializing 
in the juiciest burgers, served on bread and 
with chips, in a slow-food fashion. The space 
is small but cosy, with a large table and a 
counter along the wall, with high wooden 
stools. The decor is minimalistic and in 
smooth tones, creating an informal and 
trendy atmosphere. outside there is a nice 
terrace overlooking the square and in the 
back is a hidden courtyard with a garden.

n’o mercado (Hard cluB) €€

RuA iNfANTE d. HENRiquE, 95 | 4050-252 PoRTo
T (+351) 220 101 186
TuE-SuN 11H00-20H00
WWW.HARd-CluB.CoM

located in the ferreira Borges Market, an 
important building in the iron architecture 
of the 1800s, currently listed as a Public 
interest Building. A multidisciplinary 
venue, it has the ambition of providing 
contact with art in all its manifestations, 
from music, scenic arts, arts, cinema, 
publications and literature to socio-cultural 
activities, workshops and conferences, 
training, recording and touristic activities. 
it has venues for big events, recording 
studios, inner and outer terrace, lounge, 
bookshop, club and merch shop.

pedro lemos restaurante €€€

RuA PAdRE luíS CABRAl, 974 | 4150-459 PoRTo
T (+351) 220 115 986
TuE-SuN 12H30-15H00 / 19H30-23H00
WWW.PEdRolEMoS.NET

in the heart of foz velha, the old house 

was recovered with a simple decor. The 
restaurant serves traditional Portuguese 
flavors, recreated by chef Pedro lemos. 
The meals are transformed into true 
culinary experience. With less time, you 
can enjoy tea time, sweet treats or snacks, 
and explore the magnificent wine options.

piZZa & drinKs €€

RuA SANTA TERESA, 6 | 4050-537 PoRTo
T (+351) 915 510 345
MoN 19H30-00H00
TuE-THu 12H30-15H00 / 19H30-00H00
fRi-SAT 12H30-15H30 / 19H30-02H00
WWW.PizzAdRiNKS.CoM

in the heart of the downtown area, at the 
centre of the city’s nightlife, Pizza & drinks/
Casa da Baixa occupies a centenary 
building, refurbished for housing and with 
Pizzaria/bar on the ground floor. A chilled-
out atmosphere, relaxed and colourful 
décor with cushions and lots of candles. 
The specialty is pizza, varied and to suit 
all tastes. Worth mentioning is the House 
Pizza, called “Pizza&drinks” that, besides 
the exclusive recipe, comes with a shot 
of limoncello. Another specialty, regarding 
drinks, is the mojitos, the caipirinhas and 
the already famous house sangrias.

reitoria €€

RuA Sá dE NoRoNHA, 33 | 4050-526 PoRTo
T (+351) 927 608 628
MoN-SuN 12H00-00H00
WWW.REiToRiA.PT

located in a 19th century house in Porto’s 
historical centre, the Reitoria restaurant 

stands out for its variety, quality and 
freshness of its products. This cosy house 
is open between 12pm and 12am, to serve 
the best focaccia sandwiches and grilled 
meats in the city. The space is comfortable 
and the atmosphere casual and promises 
not to leave anybody indifferent! 

sandinHa €

MERCAdo BoM SuCESSo, | PoRTo
T (+351) 914 216 937
MoN-THu 11H00-23H00 
fRi-SAT 11H00-24H00
SuN 11H00-23H00
WWW.SANdiNHA.PT

Two friends decided to turn the famous 
francesinha meal from oporto into 
something you can eat by hand. for now 
there are two versions: the traditional takes 
roast beef, ham, sausage, cheese and the 
famous sauce and the simpler version has 
tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, caramelized 
onions and cheese. The menu is minimalist, 
inviting to visit the remaining available 
space in the renovated and cosmopolitan 
Bom Sucesso Market.

snacK-Bar GaZela – cacHorrinHos da 
BatalHa €

TRAvESSA CiMo dE vilA, 4 | 4000-171 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 054 869
MoN-fRi 12H00-22H30
PT-PT.fACEBooK.CoM/SNACK-BAR-GAzElA-CA
CHoRRiNHoS-dA-BATAlHA-141164275959366

The Gazela Snack-Bar Gazela is an 
old Porto tasca (small, cheap, typical 
restaurant), famous for its little hotdogs. 

Served on thin bread, cut in small pieces, 
with fresh spicy sausage and cheese in 
the middle, the little hotdogs are absolutely 
delicious. Part of the experience of going 
to Gazela is in watching up close how they 
are made, as well as people watching. you 
can meet people from several parts of the 
city and from different social backgrounds. 
Everyone is a fan of the little hotdogs.

solar do moinHo de vento €€

RuA Sá NoRoNHA, 81 | 4050 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 051 158 / (+351) 914 021 897
MoN-THu 12H00-15H30 / 19H00-22H00
fRi-SAT 12H00-15H30 / 19H00-22H00
SuN 12H00-15H30
WWW.SolARMoiNHodEvENTo.CoM

The Solar do Moinho de vento, located in 
Porto’s downtown, is a space that privileges 
the quality of typical Portuguese dishes. 
Cosy and with a friendly atmosphere, this 
restaurant has a highly varied menu, with 
unrivalled fresh fish dishes and selected 
meats, not forgetting the famous Porto 
Style Tripe, the ever appreciated Blood Rice 
and a delicious fish Soup.

venHam mais 5 (a casa dos preGos) €

RuA SANTo ildEfoNSo, 219 | 4000-470 PoRTo
TuE-THu 12H00-22H30
fRi-SAT 12H00-23H00 
SuN-MoN 12H00-22H00
T (+351) 222 010 734

A beef loin and “Serra” cheese sandwich 
is the new offering at the venham mais 5 
restaurant. With a Porto style decor, part of 
which are artworks from the Geraldes da 
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Silva gallery, the restaurant also highlights 
the homemade gourmet desserts, the 
prawns and the regional “green” wine.

armaZém do cHÁ

RuA joSÉ fAlCão, 180 | 4050-315 PoRTo
T (+351) 914 780 865
TuE 22H00-04H00 | WEd-fRi 22H00-06H00
SáB 16H00-06H00
WWW.ARMAzEMdoCHA.PT

located in the heart of downtown Porto, 
in a 19th century building where once a 
roasting factory functioned. The space 
makes use of some elements of the former 
industrial facilities and combines a rustic 
décor with renovated retro furniture. With 
three floors, Armazém do Chá has different 
areas: lounge with comfortable sofas, 
cafeteria to enjoy tea or a light meal, wine 
bar that sells wine by the glass, dance floor, 
stage for gigs and exhibition area.

Bonaparte BaiXa

Pç. GuilHERME G. fERNANdES, 40 |  4050-150 PoRTo
T (+351) 220 962 852
MoN-SuN 17H00-02H00
WWW.BoNAPARTEPoRTo.NET

Since 1977 that it is one of the mandatory 
spots of the city, in the area of foz. Now, 
it takes the tradition to downtown Porto in 
a pub format where everything is thought 
to detail, even the light, warm and intimate. 
There, you will find the same boxes of wood 
made by measure, but also the traditional 
counter pub. The list has many beers, 
Portuguese and foreign, draft or bottled, 
as well as several options of snacks in a 
relaxed atmosphere that invites you to 
relax and share some quality time with 
your friends.

Bop

R. dA fiRMEzA, 575 | 4000-121 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 001 732
MoN 12H30-01H00 | TuE-THu 10H00-01H00
fRi-SAT 10H00-02H00
WWW.BoP.PT

The feeling of comfort is instant in the 
space with little more than half a dozen 
tables, high stools at the counter and a 
sofa. filipe Ribeiro took 3,500 vinyl records 
and brought hem to the new BoP Café. 
There is always music playing but the 
clients are invited to listen to what they 
like in one of the three individual listening 
stations in the bar while waiting for a 
coffee, glass of wine or one of the many 
foreign beers. Another high point is the 
diversity of ways to serve coffee and to 
eat there are breakfast menus, with bagels, 
cereal, yogurt and natural juices.

café au lait

RuA GAlERiAS dE PARiS, 46 | 4050-150 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 025 016
MoN-SAT 11H30-02H00
PT-PT.fACEBooK.CoM/AulAiT.CAfE

Café au lait is set in an old building. its 
extended hours make it an unavoidable 
meeting spot at any time of day, among 
conversations around a coffee, a relaxing 
late afternoon tea, or to start the night the 
best way possible, always to the sound of 
a tasteful musical selection.

candelaBro

RuA dA CoNCEição, 3 | 4050-215 PoRTo

T (+351) 966 984 250
MoN-fRi 10H30-02H00 | SAT 14H00-02H00 
SuN 14H30-00H00
CAfECANdElABRo.BloGSPoT.CoM

Renovated in 2009, it is located in a former 
second-hand bookshop opened in 1952, 
and decorated with shelves full of books, 
mostly on cinema and photography, theatre 
or arts, available for reading or purchase. 
The inner space was recovered in a manner 
that would respect its original character: 
black and white mosaic floor, old chairs 
and tables, harmoniously combined with 
modern design lamps and the illuminated 
wall behind the bar, with shelves of bottles 
with colorful drinks. A welcoming ambience, 
with quiet music and mood lighting.

casa do livro

RuA GAlERiAS dE PARiS, 85 | 4050-284 PoRTo
T (+351) 912 958 284
SuN-THu 21H30-03H00 | fRi-SAT 21H30–04H00
WWW.CASAdolivRo.PT

A bar in downtown Porto, that was once 
the renowned bookshop Casa do livro. Now 
renovated, this space inherited from the 
former shop its name and the books that 
litter its several rooms. But where before 
there were only books, now cocktails are 
also served, live music can be listened to, 
theatre plays and performances are held. 
The décor oscillates between the modern 
and the classic. Here, the taste for details 
is cultivated: the classic chairs with green 
and gold upholstery, the piano in the centre 
of one of the rooms, the large armoires 
that hold the books and Boticelli’s venus, 
guarding the space.

Bars
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pitcH cluB

RuA dE PASSoS MANuEl, 34-38 | 4000-381 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 012 349
fRi-SAT 00H00-06H00
WWW.fACEBooK.CoM/CluB.PiTCH

opened in September 2006. The space 
is ample and divided in two floors. The 
ground floor is reserved for the dance club, 
designed in the style of london clubs. on 
the first floor is the bar. during the day it 
also functions as a café and serves light 
meals.

plano B

RuA CâNdido doS REiS, 30 | 4050-151 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 012 500
TuE-WEd 22H00-02H00
THu 22H00-04H00
fRi-SAT 22H00-06H00
WWW.PlANoBPoRTo.NET

opened in 2007, Plano B is a space with 
multiple aspects that intends to inject 
dynamism into the downtown area, creating 
a new hotbed of culture and excitement. 
With a retro décor and an eclectic and 
dynamic ambience, Plano B has already 
become one of the preferred spaces in 
Porto’s nightlife. divided in two floors, it 
has on the top floor a café and exhibition 
area and on the lower floor several rooms 
used for countless initiatives. The events 
it hosts range from art, design and 
architecture exhibitions, cultural gatherings 
and workshops, to theatre, live concerts 
and film retrospectives. during the week 
the café is open in the afternoon, with free 
wi-fi.

cluBe 3c

RuA CâNdido doS REiS, 18 | 4050-151 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 018 247 / (+351) 925 783 152
MoN-THu 12H00-02H00 | fRi-SAT 12H00-04H00 
WWW.CluBE3C.PT 

located in the Clérigos area, 3C is a 
restaurant that becomes a bar at around 
midnight. A cosmopolitan bar with a trendy 
look and a concept that revolves around 
the idea of renewal, reutilization and 
construction. in the entrance, sca olding is 
used as a dj booth, and a giant shipping 
container is used as bar.

era uma veZ no porto

RuA dAS CARMEliTAS, 162, 1º | 4050-161 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 622 240 / (+351) 914 376 801
MoN-SAT 21H30-02H00
WWW.ERAuMAvEzNoPoRTo.CoM

located on the first floor of an old building, 
next to the lello bookshop, it possesses 
an urban and welcoming ambience, with 
a note to the balcony overlooking the 
Clérigos Tower and the leões Square. A 
nice place for an afternoon coffee or tea, it 
becomes a bar with a dj through the night, 
with a mainly indie-rock style. in a adjoining 
room is the Gira discos shop, dedicated to 
vynil, cds and books.

Galerias de paris

RuA GAlERiA dE PARiS, 56 | 4050-284 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 016 218
MoN-SuN 08H30-04H00 
WWW.fACEBooK.CoM/RESTAuRANTEGAlERi
AdEPARiS

located on one of Porto’s busiest 
streets, Galerias de Paris is a restaurant- 
bar located where a fabric warehouse 
previously functioned. Today it is one of 
Porto’s prettiest bars/restaurants, with 
a huge counter, wooden tables, a piano 
and shelves filled with all kinds of vintage 
objects.

Gare porto

RuA dA MAdEiRA, 182 | 4000-330 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 017 512
MoN-SAT 23H00/06H00
WWW.GAREPoRTo.CoM

in Porto’s downtown, next to the S. Bento 
railway station, which provided inspiration 
for its name, Gare Club is one of the main 
references in the nightlife of the “invicta” 
since its opening in 2008. An underground 
atmosphere, highlighted by the granite 
foyer, by the rooms’ arrangement (like 
two tunnels connected by an archway 
that serves as the space’s artery), by the 
sparse lighting and the mirror ball at the 
end of one of rooms.

maus HÁBitos

RuA PASSoS MANuEl, 178, 4º | 4000-382 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 087 268
MoN-fRi 12H30-15H00
WEd-SuN 22H00-02H00 | fRi-SAT 22H00-04H00
WWW.MAuSHABiToS.CoM

A place that aims for the integration 
of heterogeneous public in urban 
environments, exploring new paths in the 
production of artistic content. An informal 
atmosphere where the cultural intervention 

aspect is one of the strong points. With a 
noble room with nearly 1800 square feet, 
and a venue with 1000 square feet, it is 
a space dedicated to musical events. 
Throughout its 10 years, celebrated in 2011, 
it has hosted more than 1600 concerts.

museu d’avÓ

Tv. dE CEdofEiTA, 54-56 | 4050-449 PoRTo
T (+351) 933 130 382
MoN-SAT 20H00-04H00 
PT-PT.fACEBooK.CoM/MuSEu-d-Avó-37555
2592544141/

orders are written down with a pencil on 
a note pad that also serves as menu. The 
space is cozy, has few tables and a lot 
of “knick-knacks” and objects from other 
eras, showcased pretty much everywhere.

passos manuel

RuA PASSoS MANuEl, 137 | 4000-385 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 058 351
MoN-fRi 08H00-19H00
SAT 09H00-13H00 / 14H00-18H00
WWW.PASSoSMANuEl.NET

A bar and concert venue that livens up 
Porto’s nights. An alternative place with a 
charm that comes from the art nouveau 
style of the former cinema’s bar.
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sHoppinG
WHERE To Buy MuSiC

cdv tuBiteK

PRAçA d. joão i, 31 | 4000-295 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 034 132
MoN-fRi 10H00-20H00
SAT 10H00-13H30 / 14H30-19H30 
WWW.TuBiTEK.PT

The mythical record store of Porto is back 
with all the albums that matter, from 
novelties to classics. All new releases as 
well as rarities and a careful and extensive 
vinyl section.

louie louie - loja de discos

RuA do AlMAdA, 307 | 4050-039 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 010 384
MoN-SAT 10H30-13H30 / 14H30-19H00
WWW.louiElouiE.Biz

At louie louie it is possible to find the 
rarest record or the latest news in less 
commercial sounds. located at the 
epicenter of alternative shops downtown, 
it is more dedicated to vinyl and second 
hand cds, promotions and “nice prices”, 
keeping a huge catalog of films and music 
dvds. This space is now shared with the 
lomographic Embassy, that appeared a 
few years back through the collaboration 
between the lomographic society and 
the vila do Conde short film festival 
(lomoporto). There is also a second louie 
louie shop, in Rua Miguel Bombarda, in 
the CCB, and its bet is mostly in new vinyl, 
special editions and box sets, and also 
accessories.

matéria prima

RuA dA PiCARiA, 84 | 4050-477 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 019 070
MoN-SAT 14H00-20H00
WWW.MATERiAPRiMA.PT

A sort of cult place that is deserving of 
the attention of those that constantly 
seek new sounds and experiences, among 
an exclusive and selected offering of cds 
and vinyl, but also magazines, books, dvds, 
all related to the music world. in a larger 
dynamic it is also connected to concerts 
and artists that have visited the city in 
the last few years, and seeks to promote 
events in partnerships with other cultural 
spaces.

a vida portuGuesa

RuA GAlERiA dE PARiS, 20, 1º | 4050-162 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 022 105
MoN-SAT 10H00-20H00 | SuN 11H00-19H00
WWW.AvidAPoRTuGuESA.CoM

Shop specializing in genuine and delicious 
products of Portuguese creation. Perfumes, 
stationery, books, groceries, homewares, 
handicrafts, toys: the best that is made in 
Portugal. on the first floor, at the top of a 
grand staircase, there is an ample space 
where old 20 metre shelves and long 
wooden tables are highlighted, where the 
products are shown in a perfect scenery, 
as if just transposed from the past, but still 
relevant for current generations.

comer e cHorar por mais

RuA foRMoSA, 300 | 4000-248 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 004 407 / (+351) 916 641 607
MoN-SAT 09H00-19H30
PT-PT.fACEBooK.CoM/CoMER-E-CHoRAR-
PoR-MAiS-497677416982244/

founded in 1912, this place has been a 
stationer’s, a coffee and tea shop and a 
grocery. it has been a luxury food product 
shop since the beginning of the 1970s. 
in an early 20th century atmosphere, it 
showcases Port wines (some collectibles), 
champagnes, cheeses, hams, cured meats, 
olive oils, honey and jams.

livraria timtim por timtim 

RuA dA CoNCEição, 27-29 | 4050-215 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 011 083 / (+351) 938 615 339
WWW.TiMTiMPoRTiMTiM.CoM.SAPo.PT

To go into the “Timtim por Timtim” bookshop, 
in Porto, is to go into a diferent world. it is a 
bookshop exclusively dedicated to vintage 
comics, with a world made of Asterix and 
obelix action figures, 007 cars or books of 
the Salgari collection. Among these objects 
one can see the figure, one metre tall, of 
a young man with a round face and ginger 
hair, accompanied by a white fox terrier.

loBo taste

lARGo dE S. doMiNGoS, 20 | 4050-545 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 017 102
MoN-SuN 10H00-20H00
WWW.loBoTASTE.CoM

Paulo lobo, one of Portugal’s most 
renowned interior designers, has created 
with his wife Paula a shop of design 
objects hailing from their shared traditional 
handicraft recovery and reinvention project, 
never forgetting its roots and originality. 
lobo Taste, contemporary handicraft shop.

mercearia das flores

RuA dAS floRES, 110 | 4050-263 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 083 232
MoN-THu 10H30-20H00 
fRi-SAT 10H30-22H00
SuN 13H00-22H00
WWW.MERCEARiAdASfloRES.CoM

The flores grocery store is a traditional 
Portuguese commerce store where 
you can find cheeses, jams, sausages, 
handmade biscuits, honey, jams, wines, 
and beers, vinegars, among many other 
regional and biological products with 
homemade flavors.

oficina - café criativo

RuA dA ToRRiNHA, 151 | 4050-611 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 010 009
TuE-THu 10H00-14H00 / 15H00-19H00
SuN 10H00-14H00 / 15H00-17H00
WWW.ofiCiNACC.PT

oficina is an irreverent and creative space 
that combines a creative work station with 
recycled furniture and the production of 
contemporary jewelry, alongside a gallery, 
selected products’ shop and a cafe.

arts Quarter

RuA MiGuEl BoMBARdA
CENTRo CoMERCiAl BoMBARdA, 285
CoCKTAil MoloTof, 452
KiNG KoNG, 419

little by little, a cultural core was created 
in Rua Miguel Bombarda, one that sprung 
from the initial desire to concentrate 
on the same street the city’s several 
Contemporary Art Galleries, and that today 
already encompasses the most diverse 
areas, through the joining of several 
commercial spaces connected to arts 
and culture, that have gradually joined the 
project and that participate actively in the 
collective events which are regularly held. 
At least six times a year, every month and 
a half or so, 15 contemporary art galleries 
located on Rua Miguel Bombarda and some 
of the adjacent streets simultaneously 
open exhibitions by national and 
international artists. The proximity between 
all the galleries constitutes a huge 
attraction for arts lovers.
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tHe yelloW Boat

RuA Rui BARBoSA, 21 | 4150-641 PoRTo
T (+351) 226 102 235 / (+351) 917 552 678
MoN 15H00-19H00
TuE-SAT 11H00-13H00 / 15H00-19H00
WWW.THEyElloWBoATSToRE.CoM

The yellow Boat store is a store where you 
can find a wide range of fashion products, 
furniture, decoration and lighting. for those 
who have a relaxed lifestyle and enjoy 
original and surprising objects created from 
recycling and reused materials.

GodZilla surf’s cool

Av. GENERAl NoRToN dE MAToS, 4450-208 
MAToSiNHoS
T (+351) 931 692 605
MoN-SuN 09H00-18H00
WWW.SuRfS-Cool.CoM

Serving Surf since 2003, Godzilla Surf’s 
Cool – Surf School is a project with the 
main goal of teaching and spreading the 
message of surf as the sport that it is. 
Based in Matosinhos, in Avenida General 
Norton de Matos, Godzilla Surf’s Cool 
has as its core philosophy to provide its 
students with professional help with a high 
standard of quality, given by a qualified, 
experienced and highly motivated team. 
We seek in this manner to o er a training 
in sports, the main receivers of which are 
children, young people and adults.

surf traininG scHool

viA do CASTElo do quEijo, EdifíCio 
TRANSPARENTE, lojA 7 | 4100-429 PoRTo 
T (+351) 937 585 791
SAT-SuN 10H30-18H00 | MoN-TuE 09H00-18H00
WEd 09H00-20H00 | THu-fRi 09H00-18H00
WWW.SuRfTRAiNiNGSCHool.BloGSPoT.CoM

Sports association, recognized by the 
Portuguese Surf federation, dedicated 
to teaching surfing. it has as its areas of 
attention practical and theoretical classes, 
filmed and photographed, the necessary 
physical and technical preparation 
to practice this sport, as well as the 
preparation of top level athletes, promoting 
sportsmanship, particularly among younger 
age groups.

surfaventura

Av. GENERAl NoRToN dE MAToS, 379
4450-208 MAToSiNHoS
T (+351) 229 372 237 
MoN-SuN 10H00-17H00
WWW.SuRfAvENTuRA.CoM

The Surfaventura School is registered with 
the Portuguese Surf federation and has all 
the licensed given by social entities for the 
practice of its activity. We are open all year! 
Since 2003, it’s offered Surf and Bodyboard 
classes, both to individual students and 
groups. Since 2012, they also have classes, 
and rentals of Stand-up Paddle (Sup) and 
Windsurf and rentals of Skimboard, Skate 
board and Car-Sailing.
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aleGriaride porto

RuA dA AlEGRiA 140A
T (+351) 967 564 910
AR-RENTASCooTER.CoM

A scooter rental service in downtown 
Porto with experience in local tours and 
information to ensure the best experience 
in town. The AlegriaRide is ready to give 
you the best suggestions, guidelines and 
tips that only the locals know. low cost, 
simple and fast. Combining professionalism 
and experience in the tourism sector, it 
provides an experience that transcends 
the pure rental service and is distinguished 
by the local suggestions and routes 
tailored to each.

BluedraGon porto city tours 

Av. GuSTAvo EiffEl, 280 | 4000-278 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 022 375 / (+351) 912 562 190
APR-oCT (MoN-SuN) 10H00-14H00 / 15H00-19H00
Nov-MAR (MoN-SuN) 09H00-13H00 / 14H00-18H00 
WWW.BluEdRAGoN.PT

Bluedragon helps its visitors to get to 
places nobody else knows. it is the best 
way to see more, with less time. An easy, 
fun and eco-friendly way to know the city, 
with the best guidance from a national 
interpreter guide, 100% fun and 0% co2. 
you’ll be surprised to visit places that even 
many Porto natives don’t know about, 
but without missing the main historical 
attractions.

fold n’visit

RuA AlfERES MAlHEiRo, 139 | 4000-057 PoRTo
T (+351) 220 997 106 / (+351) 915 316 999
MoN-SuN 10H00-19H00
WWW.foldNviSiT.CoM

urban bicycle rental, tour itineraries, 
accessories and maintenance.

l&l rent a BiKe

lARGo São doMiNGoS, 13, 1º | 4050-545 PoRTo
T (+351) 223 251  722
MoN-SuN 10H00-19H00
WWW.loPESRENTABiKE.WiX.CoM/PoRTo

l&l Rent a Bike is the latest bike rental 
shop in Porto with several male and female 
options with several bikes to help with the 
slopes and sloping geography of the city 
and allow the best experience in all kinds 
of routes, from the riverside to the beach. 
located in the heart of the city center 
makes regular promotions offering an hour 
or day rental.

livinG tours

RuA MouziNHo dA SilvEiRA, 352 | 4050-418 PoRTo
T (+351) 228 320 992
MoN-SuN 09H00-19H00
WWW.liviNGTouRS.PT

it has bicycle rentals for one day at the 
price of 12€, with a security deposit of 100€.

porto tours

RuA CluBE doS fENiANoS,  25 | 4000-172 PoRTo
T (+351) 223 393 472 / (+351) 939 552 340
MoN-SuN 10H00-19H00
WWW.PoRToTouRS.CoM

it has bicycle rentals, for a minimum period 
of one hour, with prices between 5€ and 
12,50€, with a 50€ security deposit.

tuKtour porto

CAvES dE GAiA, PoRTo
T (+351) 917 232 661
WWW.TuKTouRPoRTo.CoM

offers a ride along the douro River in 
an electric tuktuk, accompanied by a 
specialized guide. An original and fun way 
to appreciate the view from the coastal 
road, in a silent, comfortable and non-
pollutant vehicle.

pancHo tours

RuA do AlMAdA, 315 PoRTo,
T (+351) 915 947 146
WWW.PANCHoTouRS.CoM/TouRS-PoRTo

Everyday Pancho organizes guided walking 
tours through the city. At the end each 
person gives the value they think is fair. 
Morning tours explore the historical part of 
the city and riverside while in the afternoon 
the tour goes to more cultural and romantic 
places. There is also pub crawl every night 
and organized visits to the cellars of Port 
wine.

porto eXit Games

Pç. GuilHERME GoMES fERNANdES, 53, 1ºf 
4050-293 PoRTo 
T (+351) 933 443 756 | (+351) 914 884 883
MoN-fRi 14H30-00H00
SAT-SuN 10H30-00H00 
WWW.PoRToEXiTGAMES.CoM

The Port Exit Games invites teams of 2 to 5 
people to use logical thinking and working 
as a team to solve a mystery and to escape 
in time. While private investigators you 
have 60 minutes to break into the secret 
office of the suspect and find evidence to 
solve the mystery. Can you get out in time?
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contacts

francisco sÁ carneiro airport
PEdRAS RuBRAS | 4470-558 MAiA, PoRTo
T (+351) 229 432 400 
WWW.AERoPoRTodoPoRTo.CoM.PT

Buses (stcp)
Av. fERNão dE MAGAlHãES, 1862, 13º 
4350-158 PoRTo
T (+351) 225 071 000 / 808 200 166
WWW.STCP.PT

fire departments
BATAlHão SAPAdoRES BoMBEiRoS
RuA dA CoNSTiTuição, 1418 | 4250-161 PoRTo 
T (+351) 225 073 700

BoMBEiRoS voluNTáRioS do PoRTo
RuA RodRiGuES SAMPAio, 145 | 4000-425 PoRTo 
T (+351) 222 008 481 

BoMBEiRoS voluNTáRioS PoRTuENSES
RuA dAS CRuzES, 580 | 4100-191 PoRTo
T (+351) 226 151 800

porto city Hall
Pç. GENERAl HuMBERTo dElGAdo, 266
4000-286 PoRTo 
T (+351) 222 097 000
SEG-TER-qui-SEX 09H00-17H00
quA 09H00-20H00
WWW.CM-PoRTo.PT

trains (cp)
T (+351) 808 208 208 / (+351) 707 210 220
WWW.CP.PT 

ESTAção dE CAMPANHã
lARGo dA ESTAção | 4300-173 PoRTo

ESTAção dE São BENTo
Pç. AlMEidA GARRETT | 4000-069 PoRTo

red cross
RuA NoSSA SENHoRA dE fáTiMA, 106-138
4050-425 PoRTo
T (+351) 226 006 353 / (+351) 226 006 353
 
 
emerGency
NúMERo EuRoPEu dE EMERGêNCiA - 112

Hospitals
SANTo ANTóNio
lARGo PRof. ABEl SAlAzAR | 4099-001 PoRTo
T (+351) 222 077 500
 

São joão
AlAMEdA PRof. HERNâNi MoNTEiRo
4200-319 PoRTo
T (+351) 225 512 100

infoKiosK
6H00-24H00 

porto metro
AvENidA fERNão dE MAGAlHãES, 1862, 7º
4350-158 PoRTo
T (+351) 225 081 000 
WWW.METRodoPoRTo.PT

police
PSP - (+351) 222 006 821 
GNR - (+351) 223 399 600 
GNR BRiGAdA fiSCAl - (+351) 223 394 960
GNR - BRiGAdA TRâNSiTo - (+351) 223 399 760
PolíCiA MuNiCiPAl - (+351) 226 198 260
PolíCiA judiCiáRiA - (+351) 225 088 644
PolíCiA MARíTiMA - (+351) 222 070 970 /
(+351) 916 352 954
SEf - (+351) 228 330 200

tourism office
CENTRo
RuA CluBE doS fENiANoS, 25 | 4000-172 PoRTo 
T (+351) 223 393 472
Nov-ABR 09H00-19H00
MAi-ouT 09H00-20H00
AGo 09H00-21H00

SÉ (ToRRE MEdiEvAl)
CAlçAdA dE d. PEdRo PiTõES, 15 | 4050-269 PoRTo
T (+351) 223 393 472
Nov-ABR 09H00-19H00 
MAi-ouT 09H00-20H00

iPoiNT AliAdoS (quioSquE)
RuA SAMPAio BRuNo C/ Pç. dA liBERdAdE
T (+351) 223 393 472 
Nov-ABR - SEG-SEX 09H30-17H00
MAi-ouT - SEG-doM 09H30-18H30

iPoiNT CAMPANHã (BilHETEiRAS)
ESTAção dE CoMBoio dE CAMPANHã
lARGo dA ESTAção | 4300-173 PoRTo
T (+351) 223 393 472
juN-ouT - SEG-doM 10H00-18H00

 iPoiNT RiBEiRA
PRAçA dA RiBEiRA | 4050-513 PoRTo
T (+351) 22 339 34 72
MAi-SET - SEG-doM 10H00-19H00 
ouT - SEG-doM 10H00-18H00

porto taXis
TRAvESSA MoNTE S. joão, 260 | 4200-408 PoRTo
T (+351) 225 073 900
WWW.RAdiTAXiS.PT
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funicular dos Guindais – parQue da cidade
Route – 10,1 Km (Aprox. 1 hora)

a. funicular dos Guindais > B. Cais da Ribeira

c. Centro Social Paroquial de São Nicolau 

d. Alfândega Nova > e. Museu do vinho do Porto

f. Museu do Carro Elétrico do Porto

G. jardim do Passeio Alegre > H. Esplanada do Castelo

i. Avenida Brasil > j. jardim da Avenida de Montevideu

K. Sea life > l. Edifício Transparente

m. Estrada Circunvalação > n. Parque da Cidade

casa da música – parQue da cidade
Route – 6,5 Km (Aprox. 35 min.)

a. Casa da Música > B. Galeria Alvarez

c. Avenida da Boavista

d. Galeria Sousa Cardoso Arte Contemporânea lda.

e. Castelo do queijo > f. Edifício Transparente

G. Estrada Circunvalação > H. Parque da Cidade

jardim da Boavista – parQue da cidade
Route – 8 Km (Aprox. 45 min.)

a. jardim da Boavista > B. Casa da Música

c. Avenida da Boavista

d. Avenida Marechal Gomes da Costa

e. fundação de Serralves

f. Praça do império > G. Avenida Brasil

H. jardins da Avenida de Montevideu > i. Sea life

j. Surf Training School > K. Estrada Circunvalação

l. Parque da Cidade

senHor de matosinHos – parQue da cidade
Route – 4,1 Km (Aprox. 25 min.)

a. Senhor de Matosinhos, Comércio de leixões

B. Mercado de Matosinhos

c. jardim Senhor do Padrão > d. Godzilla Surf’s Cool

e. “lais da Guia”, Restaurante/Bar > f. Surfaventura

G. Estrada Circunvalação > H. Parque da Cidade

city By BiKe
RouTES

rua do ouro – parQue da cidade
Route – 6,5 Km (Aprox. 40 min.) 

a. Rua do ouro

B. Avenida Brasil

c. Avenida Montevideu

d. Estrada Circunvalação 

e. Parque da Cidade

av. enG. Gustavo eiffel – parQue da cidade
Route – 10,1 Km (Aprox. 1 hora)

a. Avenida Engenheiro Gustavo Eiffel

B. Rua infante dom Henrique > c. Rua Nova Alfândega

d. viaduto do Cais das Pedras > e. Rua do ouro

f. Rua Sobreiras > G. Rua Passeio Alegre

H. Avenida Brasil > i. Avenida Montevideu 

j. via do Castelo do queijo > K. Estrada Circunvalação

l. Parque da Cidade

sHeraton porto – parQue da cidade
Route – 5,8 Km (Aprox. 35 min.)

a. Sheraton Porto > B. Avenida da Boavista

c. Galeria Sousa Cardoso Arte Contemporânea lda.

d. Castelo do queijo > e. Edifício Transparente

f. Estrada Circunvalação > G. Parque da Cidade

rua cedofeita – parQue da cidade
Route – 8 Km (Aprox. 47 min.)

a. Rua Cedofeita > B. largo do Priorado

c. Rua Ricardo Severo > d. Avenida da Boavista

e. via do Castelo do queijo 

f. Estrada Circunvalação > G. Parque da Cidade




